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We demonstrate a convenient chip platform for the addressable immobilization of protein-loaded
vesicles on a microarray for parallelized, high-throughput analysis of lipid-protein systems.
Self-sorting of the vesicles on the microarray was achieved through DNA bar coding of the vesicles
and their hybridization to complementary strands, which are preimmobilized in defined array
positions on the chip. Imaging surface plasmon resonance in ellipsometric mode was used to
monitor vesicle immobilization, protein tethering, protein-protein interactions, and chip regener-
ation. The immobilization strategy proved highly specific and stable and presents a mild method for
the anchoring of vesicles to predefined areas of a surface, while unspecific adsorption to both
noncomplementary regions and background areas is nonexistent or, alternatively, undetectable.
Furthermore, histidine-tagged receptors have been stably and functionally immobilized via
bis-nitrilotriacetic acid chelators already present in the vesicle membranes. It was discovered though
that online loading of proteins to immobilized vesicles leads to cross contamination of previously
loaded vesicles and that it was necessary to load the vesicles offline in order to obtain pure protein
populations on the vesicles. We have used this cross-binding effect to our benefit by coimmobilizing
two receptor subunits in different ratios on the vesicle surface and successfully demonstrated ternary
complex formation with their ligand. This approach is suitable for mechanistic studies of complex
multicomponent analyses involving membrane-bound systems. © 2008 American Vacuum Society.
�DOI: 10.1116/1.2921867�
I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past �15 years, a lot of effort has been put into
research and development of miniaturized microarray
assays.1–6 The fundamental features of the microarray con-
cept is high throughput through parallel monitoring of many
interactions on a high-density surface, onto which many bio-
molecules have already been immobilized. By following in
the footsteps of the successful DNA microarrays,1–3 protein
microarrays have been developed.4–6 Protein microarrays are
generally believed to be a potentially highly valuable tool as
proteins are the fundamental regulatory entities in an
organism7 and, consequently, are the main target of pharma-
ceutical drugs.8 Furthermore, the elucidation of proteome
function including protein interactomes is considered to be
the key challenge of postgenomic life science research.
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About 30% of the open reading frames of human genome
encode for integral or associated membrane proteins. More-
over, this important part of the proteome accounts for more
than 50% of pharmaceutical drug targets.8 The functional
properties of membrane proteins highly depend on the native
membrane environment. For this reason, solid-supported
lipid membranes and vesicles have been developed as model
systems that mimick the cellular membranes.9 The microar-
ray concept was applied in this field for the study of G
protein-coupled receptors �GPCRs�, which was successfully
reported on micropatterned surfaces with lipid mem-
branes.10,11 In the work of Fang et al.,11 a microarray of
membrane-bound proteins was demonstrated by the printing
of vesicular solutions of phospholipids containing GPCRs.
An alternative vesicle immobilization procedure was devel-
oped, where the high selectivity and sequence variability of
DNA were used to mediate the binding of vesicles to pre-
defined regions of a surface.12–14 Single-stranded DNA �ss-
DNA� sequences are preimmobilized in positions of the ar-

ray over which vesicles tagged with complementary single-
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stranded DNA sequences �c-DNA� are introduced.
Consequently, DNA hybridization leads to self-sorting and
immobilization of the vesicles to their respective array sites.
This approach was inspired by the work of Niemeyer et
al.,15,16 who used it to immobilize proteins to specific sites
on a surface. The method offers stable tethering of the lipid
vesicles to the surface while maintaining physiological con-
ditions throughout the assay. c-DNA tagging of vesicles is
readily performed by using cholesterol-modified oligonucle-
otides as the cholesterol end will spontaneously self-
incorporate into the lipid bilayer of a vesicle.12,13 To increase
the stability of this integration, Pfeiffer and Höök17,18 used
two cholesterol-modified sequences, one long and one short,
which are complementary to each other at the cholesterol end
and hybridize with a resulting stronger, multivalent, bond to
the membrane. The nonhybridized part of the longer strand is
available for attachment to the surface ssDNA. We have used
this approach in our work, schematically illustrated in Fig. 1,
to immobilize DNA-tagged vesicles, which were subse-
quently functionalized with receptors for the study of their
interaction with their ligand.

An underlying array was produced by microcontact print-
ing ��CP�,19,20 which provides a hydrophobic grid of hexa-
decanethiol �C16�-SAM �self-assembled monolayer� on gold.
The chip was then back-filled with alkanethiol that is termi-
nated by triethylene glycol, which was subsequently modi-
fied with a biotinylated dextran hydrogel matrix.21 Ink-jet
printing19,22 of ssDNA, which was modified with biotin and
bound to neutravidin �NA�, is then performed at specific sites
of the surface. The hydrophobic C16 barriers aid in contain-

FIG. 1. Schematic of addressable adsorption of lipid vesicles via DNA bar c
holding complementary DNA strands that are separated by hydrophobic d
histidine tags and NTA chelators incorporated in the lipid membrane. Coim
ternary complex formation with the ligand IFN�2 through lateral diffusion
ing the dispensed solution in the spots, thereby hindering
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cross contamination of ssDNA. To passivate the hydrophobic
regions, before mounting the chip in the instrument, they
were covered by a layer of bovine serum albumin �BSA�.
The injected vesicles are bar coded with c-DNA and will
self-sort on the surface upon specific interaction with the
corresponding preimmobilized ssDNA-NA. The dextran
layer provides a flexible support for the vesicles, and DNA
hybridization is highly stable under normal conditions.

Additionally, the lipid membranes of the vesicles contain
the bivalent chelator bis-nitrilotriacetic acid �bis-NTA�,
which is able to bind histidine-tagged proteins via coordina-
tion of chelated transition metal ions, e.g., Ni2+.23 Immobili-
zation via NTA produces homogeneous, highly oriented, and
functional protein layers,24 and the binding is reversible with
the addition of, e.g., imidazole. The bis-NTA has been shown
to bind more firmly as compared to traditional monovalent
NTA through multivalent interactions with the histidine
tag,25,26 which provide for more reliable protein interaction
measurements. In this work, we chose to demonstrate protein
loading and interaction analysis on the vesicles with the ex-
tracellular domains of the interferon I receptor, the subunits
ifnar1 and ifnar2, which both contain a decahistidine tag
�His10� at the C terminus. Type I interferons elicit antiviral
and antiproliferative responses in the body, which has made
them important subjects of study in clinical research.27 Ifnar1
and ifnar2, coimmobilized on a lipid membrane, were previ-
ously shown to form a ternary complex with their ligand
IFN�2 via lateral diffusion on the membrane.19,28–30 This
feature is also confirmed in our study.

A visual demonstration of DNA-mediated sorting of func-
31

onto a prestructured microarray chip, which is composed of dextran spots
ns modified with BSA. Also shown is protein loading of the vesicles via
ilization of the two receptor subunits ifnar1 and ifnar2 allow the study of
e receptor subunits in the membrane.
oding
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tionalized vesicles was recently reported by Städler et al.
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However, no real-time signal monitoring was presented and
no subsequent biomolecular interaction was demonstrated
with the functionalized vesicles. We, on the other hand, are
hereby first �to our knowledge� to demonstrate the address-
able adsorption of receptor-loaded vesicles on a microarray,
where the whole assay, from vesicle adsorption to receptor-
ligand interactions and regeneration, is monitored in real
time. Even more important, the binding events were moni-
tored label-free by using imaging surface plasmon
resonance32 �SPR� operating in ellipsometric mode.19,33

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

In this work, four different DNA systems �designed by
LayerLab AB, Sweden and purchased from MedProbe� were
used, and are shown in Scheme 1 along with the terminal
modifications of the strands and color-indicated complemen-
tarities between the strands. The left strands �A, B, C, D, and
X� were incorporated into the vesicle membranes via the
cholesterol end. DNAX is complementary to 12 bases on each
of the other four cholesterol strands and stabilizes the incor-
poration in the membrane as discussed above. The right
strands �A�, B�, C�, and D�� are biotin modified and are
immobilized in predefined array positions together with neu-
travidin.

A. Preparation of lipid vesicles

Chloroform-dissolved 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine �Avanti Polar Lipids� and octadec-9-enyl-
octadecyl-amine-bis-nitrilotriacetic acid �bis-NTA; synthesis
described in Ref. 30� were mixed 19:1, and the solvent was
allowed to evaporate under a N2 stream for 15 min and then
under vacuum ��10−6 mbar� for 1 h. The remaining powder
was hydrated with HBS buffer �10 mM hepes, 150 mM
NaCl, pH 7.4� to a concentration of 5 mg/mL and extruded
21 times through 100 nm pores in polycarbonate membranes
�Whatman�. The lipid vesicle solutions were divided and
each mixed with a DNA solution consisting of two single
strands: DNAA+DNAX, DNAB+DNAX, DNAC+DNAX,
and DNAD+DNAX. Each pair was allowed to hybridize in a
1:1 molar ratio for at least 1 h before being mixed with its
vesicle solution to a concentration of 0.1 �M. At least 1 h
was thereafter given for a proper integration of the DNA-
cholesterol into the vesicle membrane. Thus, four DNA-
tagged vesicle solutions were produced, each with a unique

SCHEME 1. Modified DNA sequences used for bar coding. Complementarity
is highlighted using color-coded sequences.
DNA strand that has 15 bases that are available for hybrid-
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izing with complementary strands on the chip.

B. Preparation of microarray chips

SPR sensor substrates, gold on SF-10 glass, were manu-
factured and cleaned prior to use as described in our previous
work.19 The poly�dimethylsiloxane� stamp was produced as
described elsewhere.34 The pattern consists of 100-�m-wide
protruding frames separating a 12�12 array of 300-�m-
wide recessed circles. Prior to its use, the stamp was thor-
oughly rinsed in ethanol and dried in a stream of N2. The
stamp was inked for 60 s in 10 mM hexadecanethiol �C16,
Fluka� in ethanol and then dried in a stream of N2. It
was thereafter brought in contact with a clean gold substrate
for 30 s, on which it generated 100-�m-wide hydrophobic
SAM barriers of C16. After printing, the surface was incu-
bated in a solution of 0.5 mM tri�ethylene glycol� thiol
�HS-�CH2�15-CO-�OC2H4�3-OH, EG3� �Ref. 35� in ethanol
for 16 h. The surface was then modified with carboxylated
dextran by using the protocol by Löfås and Johnsson. 21

However, instead of using 500 kDa dextran, we used 40 kDa
�GE Healthcare�. Before being dispensed, the surface was
biotinylated by first activating the dextran matrix for 20 min
in a mixture of 0.2M N-ethyl-N�-�3-dimethylaminopropyl�
carbodiimide hydrochloride and 0.05M N-hydroxysuccin-
imide in water. Then, the surface was incubated in 5 mM
biotin-amine �Molecular Biosciences� for 20 min in MilliQ
water and, finally, unreacted esters were deactivated for 20
min with 1M ethanolamine, also in MilliQ.

The solutions to be dispensed consisted of NA �0.8 �M,
Invitrogen� together with four different biotin-modified ss-
DNA strands �1.6 �M, MedProbe�, as shown in Scheme 1
�A�, B�, C�, and D��. Each NA-ssDNA solution was dis-
pensed in four spots, yielding the 4�4 array, which can be
seen in Fig. 2�a�. The solutions were dispensed with a
60-�m-diameter piezoelectrically driven glass capillary �Mi-
crodrop� with a manual x /y stage for positioning the surface.
The humidity in the room was above 80% and the surface
was cooled �slightly� below the dew temperature for two
reasons: �1� to hinder the evaporation of dispensed droplets

FIG. 2. Specific vesicle targeting. �a� The array seen with imaging SPR;
intensity is proportional to adsorbed mass. Four different solutions of NA-
ssDNA �A�, B�, C�, and D�� have been dispensed as indicated. ��b�–�e��
Difference images showing injection of vesicles tagged with DNA comple-
mentary to �b� B�, �c� D�, �d� A�, and �e� C�.
and �2� to reveal the �CP pattern due to contrast in con-
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densed water formation on C16 and EG3-dextran regions,
which was required for positioning the ink-jet head. Two
droplets were dispensed on each spot, giving a volume of
roughly 0.5 nL �assuming a dispensed droplet diameter of
60 �m�. The dispenser was thoroughly cleaned between so-
lutions by sonicating the tip at 12 kHz in MilliQ water, 50
mM NaOH, and then ethanol. Having dispensed the last so-
lution, after 15 min, the chip was thoroughly rinsed in MilliQ
water and then incubated in 1 mg/mL BSA �Sigma� in HBS
for 15 min. Prior to docking in the instrument, the surface
was thoroughly rinsed in MilliQ water and dried in a stream
of N2.

C. Imaging SPR

The instrument used was an imaging null ellipsometer
�EP3, Nanofilm, Germany� equipped with a SPR cell based
on the Kretschmann setup36 with a 60° SF-10 prism and
connected to a �10 �L flow cell. A xenon lamp was used as
a light source, and the wavelength was selected by an inter-
ference filter. The combination of imaging ellipsometry and
SPR was used before to monitor biomolecular interactions in
different regions of a surface in parallel.19,37 The instrument
was used in two modes, of which the first is the intensity
mode where only the intensity of reflected p-polarized light
is recorded by the charge coupled device detector. This mode
is characteristic of traditional imaging SPR �also known as
SPR microscopy�.38 The change in intensity of the reflected
light is directly proportional to the material adsorbed on the
gold surface, which makes interpretation of data simple. The
other mode of operation is ellipsometric, where the phase
changes in the reflected light are monitored and represented
by the ellipsometric angle �, which has been averaged for
each region of interest. For the parameter set used in our
experiments, � is inversely proportional to the adsorbed
mass to the gold chip. The instrument was mainly used in the
ellipsometric � mode and was switched to the intensity mode
for recording images of the surface at the indicated times in
the text. Four images were recorded in sequence and aver-
aged into one, at each event, to reduce noise. Difference
images were produced by subtracting the image after a cer-
tain event with the image before. The angle of incidence was
62°, and the wavelength was 532 nm for the intensity mode
and 559 nm for the ellipsometric mode.

D. Binding assays

After mounting the chip, it was conditioned with an injec-
tion of MilliQ water �7 min�, 50 mM NAOH �2�1 min�,
and 1 mg/mL BSA in HBS �7 min�. The lipid vesicle solu-
tions were diluted ten times and injected together with 1 mM
imidazole. Subsequently, the NTA moieties were loaded by
an injection of 100 �M NiCl2. The extracellular domains of
type I interferon receptor subunits ifnar1 and ifnar2 fused to
a C-terminal decahistidine tag �ifnar1-His10 and ifnar2-His10,
respectively� were tethered onto the adsorbed vesicles and
their interaction with the ligand IFN�2 was monitored. Wild

type �wt� Ifnar1-His10 was used as well as wt ifnar2-His10
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and two mutants �E79A and W109A� with reduced affinity
toward the ligand IFN�2. For ligand binding assays, IFN�2
and a mutant with 100-fold reduced affinity toward ifnar2
�M148A� were employed.39 Expression, purification, and
characterization of the interaction of these proteins and the
mutants were described previously.29,39–41 All measurements
were performed in HBS buffer. A continuous flow injection
system was used, running constantly at 10 �L /min, except
during ligand injection, in which the flow rate was doubled
in order to minimize mass transport effects. No quantitative
kinetic analyses of the receptor-ligand interaction curves
were performed because the flow cell of the system was not
optimized, which yields a relatively high diffusion layer
thickness. Instead, we have limited the analyses to a qualita-
tive nature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic principle for the addressable immobilization of
lipid vesicles and their subsequent protein loading with
histidine-tagged proteins are illustrated in Fig. 1. A microar-
ray is produced, consisting of circular regions �300 �m di-
ameter� of a dextran hydrogel that have been modified with
distinct sequences of ssDNA via neutravidin-biotin chemis-
try. The circular regions are separated by a hydrophobic bar-
rier SAM, which has been covered by BSA. Lipid vesicles
are prepared with c-DNA sequences and will hybridize with
their matching counterparts on the surface, i.e., self-sort on
the array �see Scheme 1�. Incorporation of the DNA into the
lipid membrane is achieved by having �bivalent� cholesterol-
modified DNA strands. The dispensed ssDNAs are named
A�–D� and their corresponding c-DNAs on the vesicles are
termed A–D. The vesicles also contain the multivalent chela-
tor bis-NTA, which enables stable and highly oriented immo-
bilization of histidine-tagged proteins to its membrane.

A. Addressable vesicle adsorption

Figure 2�a� shows a SPR image of the chip after it has
been docked in the instrument together with the positions of
dispensed ssDNAA�–D�. Figures 2�b�–2�e� are SPR difference
images showing the addressable vesicle adsorption to the
chip; vesicles tagged with c-DNAB �Fig. 2�b��, c-DNAD �Fig.
2�c��, c-DNAA �Fig. 2�d��, and c-DNAC �Fig. 2�e�� were in-
jected in sequence. Apparent in all images is a “comet tail”
associated with each spot, which has been observed else-
where as well.42 This is an effect of the rinsing of the dis-
pensed chip during manufacturing, which has resulted in
physisorption of surplus NA-ssDNA on the hydrophobic C16

framework. It can be seen that this brief physisorption pro-
cess was very efficient, as the resulting vesicle adsorption
produced equally or, in some cases, even better signals than
the dextran-immobilized NA-ssDNA. This high signal is
mainly believed to stem from the closer proximity to the
surface and, thus, from a more intense surface plasmon field.
Although this presents an alternative, simpler, immobiliza-
tion strategy for the NA-ssDNA, it does not offer an
equally stable immobilization, as physisorbed proteins can

be replaced by other proteins or by low-molecule com-
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pounds.43–45 A stable vesicle immobilization is vital for reli-
able, subsequent protein interaction measurements. It can
also be seen that although the comet tail has reached a dex-
tran spot, no cross contamination has occurred �or, alterna-
tively, is to low too be detected� in that spot, most likely
because of a slower immobilization rate to dextran �data not
shown�. The comet-tail appearance of the microarrays is
therefore a minor, mainly aesthetic, problem that can be
solved by optimizing the production protocols.

A high degree of specific vesicle binding to the spots of
the correct corresponding sequence on the array was noted
from the images. Unspecific binding to the BSA-covered
framework or nondispensed dextran spots is nonexistent or
below the detection limits of the instrument. In Fig. 2�d�, a
small binding of c-DNAC-tagged vesicles was observed on
ssDNAA� dispensed regions, due to full sequence comple-
mentarity between c-DNAC and c-DNAA �see Scheme 1�,
which leads to specific vesicle association, that is, vesicle
multilayer formation.46,47 However, the signal is very low as
the second vesicle layer is located further away from the
surface and is therefore expected to produce a much weaker
SPR signal in subsequent interaction studies. Note that the
evanescent probe depth is �50 nm under the optical param-
eters used,36 which is significantly shorter than when vesicle
multilayers were used as a means to increase the signal in
SPR analysis.46

B. Online protein loading and cross contamination of
vesicles

In order to probe selective protein targeting to different
array elements, the binding of IFN�2 to wild-type
ifnar2-His10 as well as the mutants W102A and E79A was
monitored. IFN�2 binds wild-type ifnar2-His10 with an equi-
librium dissociation constant of �5 nM and dissociates with
a rate constant of �0.01 s−1. The binding affinity toward the
mutants W102A and E79A is reduced, which leads to three
and ten times faster dissociation kinetics, respectively.41

Thus, the ifnar2 mutants can be discriminated by the ligand
dissociation kinetics. The online protein loading of the
vesicles via histidine tags proved to be problematic. Figure
3�a� shows sensorgrams from the four different dispensed
regions of the microarray during an experiment where
vesicles were injected in sequence, each followed by a
100 �M Ni2+ injection, followed by protein loading. The
first three vesicles were loaded with receptors and the last
was only loaded with Ni2+ to act as a negative control for the
ligand injection. The steps in the experiment, as indicated in
Fig. 3, are �1� c-DNAC vesicle, �2� 1 �M ifnar2-His10

E79A, �3� c-DNAD vesicle, �4� 1 �M ifnar2-His10 W102A,
�5� c-DNAA vesicle, �6� 1 �M ifnar2-His10 wt, �7� c-DNAB

vesicle, �8� 1 �M ligand IFN�2, and �9� 1M imidazole. It is
important to note that the order of receptor loading was cho-
sen to follow the affinity of the proteins to their ligand, that
is, E79A has the fastest dissociation rate, followed by
W102A, and then wt.

A comparison of the sensorgrams obtained on array ele-

ments shows that the adsorption of vesicles is highly spe-
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cific. There is neither unspecific adsorption to other dis-
pensed spots nor to undispensed dextran or BSA reference
areas. We have noted, however, that unspecific binding of
vesicles to dispensed areas with already adsorbed vesicles
with loaded proteins does occur if the vesicles are injected
without a low concentration of imidazole. This is a likely
interaction effect between the bis-NTA on the injected
vesicles and the histidine tag of loaded proteins on previ-
ously adsorbed vesicles. The histidine tags used are ten units
long, and there is a potential risk that portions of them are
free, as each bis-NTA is theoretically capable of binding to
four histidines. Thus, by adding 1 mM imidazole to the
vesicle solutions to be injected, their bis-NTA chelators are
effectively shielded from interaction with histidine tags. This
concentration gives a �30� surplus of imidazole to avail-
able NTA, but is too low to cause a dissociation of vesicle-
loaded proteins.35 Some unspecific histidine-tagged receptor
adsorption to the surface was observed, though, but it
seemed not to influence the experiments.48

Injection of the ligand �event 8� leads to specific re-
sponses on signals where receptors have been loaded, and no
response is seen on the negative control �B� signals�. It is
also evident that 1M imidazole is an effective strategy to
remove the histidine-tagged proteins without disturbing the
vesicle structure noticeably, as the levels return to their initial
proteinless values. When the vesicles were reloaded with
protein, the signals reached the same levels as in the first
loading �data not shown�.

In order to analyze potential cross contamination by this
sequential protein loading procedure, the binding kinetics
obtained on different array elements was explored. Figure
3�b� shows the normalized dissociation of the ligand from
the loaded proteins of the microarray �after event 8�. In Fig.
3�c�, the dissociation curves obtained in this multiplexed ex-
periment were overlaid with the reference dissociation
curves for ifnar2-His10 wt, E79A, and W102A, which were
obtained in separate binding experiments �data not shown�.
The only dissociation curve overlapping with its reference
curve is the A� system, which was last loaded with proteins
�wt� and is the only one that has not been mixed with other
proteins. The C� and D� systems, however, have shifted their
dissociations to slower rates, i.e., they have both been
blended with subsequent protein loadings. The C� system,
which was intended to be loaded with E79A, has been
blended with both W102A and wt, and the D� system, origi-
nally loaded with W102A, has attracted the wt. Thus, our
findings suggest that in the case where pure protein popula-
tions on each vesicle are desired, it is vital that the vesicles
are loaded offline prior to injection. Offline loading would,
however, require larger amounts of proteins to obtain reason-
able immobilization levels. On the other hand, the potential
drawback of employing online loading of proteins can also
be turned into a very powerful advantage for studies of mul-
tiprotein binding phenomena on the vesicle surface—a set of

experiments that we describe below.
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C. Study of a ternary complex formation

The living cell is a dynamic system of many biomolecules
interacting with each other. Often the interactions are com-
plex and involve more than two species. In particular, for
transmembrane signaling, ligand-induced assembly of multi-
protein complexes plays an important role. It is therefore of
great interest to be able to study mixed multicomponent
surfaces/assays. We decided to demonstrate this with our mi-

FIG. 3. Addressable adsorption of lipid vesicles followed by online protein
subtracted signals from the 4�4 spots of the chips. Injection events are ind
3, 5, and 7�, they are loaded with different variants of ifnar2-His10: ifnar2-H
imidazole was efficient in removing the proteins �9�. Four unmodified refe
dextran regions, respectively. Only 7 signals out of 16 are shown as an accid
the course of the experiment. �b� Close-up of the ligand interaction �8� with t
receptor loading. Unloaded vesicles �B�� show no ligand interaction �negativ
lines are reference curves, previously measured, of vesicles loaded with only
in �a�. It is apparent that the dissociation curves of signals C� and D� have be
E79A and W102A, indicating cross binding from subsequent protein inject
signal, which is consistent with the fact that it was the last injected receptor
at position indicated by �.
croarray platform by using the online cross-binding effect to
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produce mixed populations of two receptor subunits on each
vesicle membrane with the intention of differentiating be-
tween binary �receptor-ligand� and ternary �receptor-ligand-
receptor� complex formations with their ligand. Hence, a
truly multiplexed assay was attempted. For these assays,
IFN�2 M148A was employed, which binds ifnar2-His10 with
�100-fold faster dissociation rate constant compared to
wild-type IFN�2, but with unchanged binding affinity to-

41

ing, resulting in cross contamination. �a� Color-coded reference �dextran�
d in the table. After the injection of differently DNA bar-coded vesicles �1,
79A �2�, ifnar2-His10 W102A �4�, and ifnar2-His10 wt �6�. Injection of 1M
signals �note that the y scale is expanded� are also shown from BSA and

air injection unfortunately covered and destroyed 9 spots of the array during
sicles �averaged signals� color coded as in �a� and according to the intended
trol�. �c� Normalized �and averaged� ligand dissociation curves. The dashed
eceptor. The color coding corresponds to the intended loading of the vesicles
ifted to slower dissociation as compared to their respective reference curves,
The only dissociation curve coinciding with its reference curve is the A�
Disturbing pressure pulses from the pump have been omitted in the curves
load
icate
is10 E

rence
ental
he ve
e con
one r
en sh
ions.
�wt�.
ward ifnar1-His10. Thus, binary and ternary complexes can
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be more efficiently discriminated in the case of the fast dis-
sociating mutant M148A compared to wild-type IFN�2.

In general, the experiment in Sec. III B was repeated, with
the major difference that the loaded proteins were only two:
the receptor subunits ifnar1-His10 and ifnar2-His10 �both wt�,
coimmobilized in different compositions on the vesicles. Fig-
ure 4�a� shows this experiment and the indicated events are
�1� 300 nM ifnar1-His10 �control injection�, �2� c-DNAB

vesicle, �3� 300 nM ifnar1-His10, �4� c-DNAD vesicle, �5�
300 nM ifnar1-His10, �6� c-DNAA vesicle, �7� 500 nM
ifnar2-His10, �8� c-DNAC vesicle, �9� 1 �M IFN�2 M148A,
�10� 1M imidazole, �11� MilliQ water, �12� 50 mM NaOH,
and �13� 20 mM 3-��3-cholamidopropyl�dimethylammonio�-
1-propanesulfonate �CHAPS, Fluka�. The sensorgrams show
consistent results with the previous experiment. All the sig-
nals were successfully monitored during the whole experi-
ment, and the signals of each system show a good degree of

49

FIG. 4. Formation of a ternary complex between the receptor subunits ifna
sensorgrams from the 4�4 signals of the microarray together with four unm
regions. Injection events are indicated in the table. The last injected vesicle
injection �9�. �b� Normalized dissociation curves of the 12 spots with recep
groups of four, according to the dispensed ssDNA strands, with a high de
subunits loaded on vesicles are indicated. Disturbing pressure pulses from t
repeatability.
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The negative control, once again, did not respond to the
injection of ligand, and the injection of imidazole was effi-
cient in removing loaded histidine-tagged proteins from the
vesicles. An injection of MilliQ water is efficient in remov-
ing the c-DNA-tagged vesicles, due to dehybridization of the
double-stranded DNA by removing stabilizing cations,50 but
not completely. Instead, an injection of the detergent CHAPS
is able to bring the signals back to the original baseline.
However, we have found that the microarray is not com-
pletely regenerated by this treatment �MilliQ+CHAPS�, nor
by NaOH solutions �up to 50 mM; data not shown�, as sub-
sequent DNA-loaded vesicle injections fail to adsorb up to
the same signal levels as in the first cycle. Most likely, alter-
native ways, e.g., raised temperatures �which we were not
able to test in our flow system�, might be needed to break the
hybridized DNA and to free the surface sites for rebinding

d ifnar2 and the ligand IFN�2 M148A. �a� Reference �dextran� subtracted
d reference curves �note their expanded y scale� from both dextran and BSA
was not loaded with receptor and acts as a negative control for the ligand
after interaction with the ligand �9�. The curves differentiate themselves in
f overlap. The fractions of ifnar1 relative to the total amount of receptor
mp have been omitted in the curves �noted by ��.
r1 an
odifie

�8�
tors

gree o
and, thus, reuse of the chip.
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From the SPR curves, calculated fractions of ifnar1 to
total amount of receptor subunits loaded on vesicles are
70�1% for the B� system, 56�1% for the D� system, and 0
for the A� system. The normalized dissociation of IFN�2
M148A from the receptor populations of these vesicles is
shown in Fig. 4�b�. As the lipid membrane allows lateral
diffusion of the immobilized receptors, coimmobilization of
ifnar1 and infar2 can result in the formation of a ternary
complex with their ligand �Fig. 1�, which was previously
shown.19,28–30 The mutant ligand was chosen as it has a
lower affinity to ifnar2 as compared to the wt and would
make differences in dissociation possible to distinguish with
the data sampling rate of our instrument. In Fig. 4�b�, it can
be seen that as the ratio of ifnar1 of the vesicles increases,
the dissociation of the ligand decreases. The ligand affinity
of ifnar1 alone is at least one order of magnitude lower than
that of ifnar2 toward IFN�2 M148A,28,29 and the observed
effect is ascribed to a ternary complex formation on the fluid
lipid membrane as the receptor subunits simultaneously in-
teract with the ligand, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Our results are
consistent with previous studies on solid-supported mem-
branes where much slower dissociation of the ternary com-
plex was observed compared to the binary �roughly a factor
of 100�.29 The dissociation curves are also consistent with
the receptor mixtures, and the high degree of overlap within
the replicas indicates good repeatability and quality of the
assay.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the microfabrication of a microar-
ray for the addressable adsorption of c-DNA-tagged lipid
vesicles. Furthermore, monitoring interactions of biomol-
ecules loaded on the vesicles has been shown with an inter-
feron I receptor-ligand model system. The microarray con-
sisted of four different DNA barcodes, each dispensed in four
replicates. The specificity of vesicle targeting was shown to
be very high, as no unspecific DNA adsorption was detected.
Due to a limited amount of material, the vesicles were loaded
online with protein �adsorbed to the chip�. This was shown to
produce cross binding between vesicles, which means that in
cases wherein pure protein populations on the vesicles are
desired, vesicle loading should therefore be performed of-
fline prior to vesicle immobilization. This potential weakness
was turned into an advantage by coimmobilizing two recep-
tor subunits in different ratios on spatially separated vesicles
on the array format, which were further utilized to investi-
gate their ternary complex formation with the ligand. Thus,
this approach allows for complex studies of multicomponent
systems in a controlled manner.

A benefit of our approach is that it allows a virtually lim-
itless capacity in terms of the amount of systems that can be
put on a surface, due to the high combinatorial variability
and specificity of DNA, which would truly allow parallel-
ized, high-throughput analyses. In addition, the microarray

can also be used for the addressable adsorption of other type
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of species with c-DNA tags, e.g., antibodies,15,16 and
membrane-residing proteins, which offers a stable, mild, and
efficient immobilization procedure.
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